CAUTION - THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS FUNCTIONAL SHARP EDGES, TAKE EXTRA CARE WHEN HANDLING. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Before first use: Wash all parts in warm soapy water. Rinse with clean water and dry with a soft cloth.

INSTALL INSTRUCTION

Connect the Holder to the connection rod.

Place one nut onto the connection rod, concave surface facing upward.

Place the spring over the connection rod on top of the nut.

Place the second nut on top of the spring and press it down, then

Place top cover over the connection rod, ensuring the rod pushes through the center.

Secure the lever to the top of the connection rod.

Secure the multi blade base to the top of the container and then place the container onto the suction base.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

For best results firmly press the vegetable or fruit on the spike to securely hold your item. Connect top part and bottom part by twisting to lock the set.

Using the switch, adjust your preference for slicing. Spiral your vegetables or make veggie noodles. Thoroughly wash all parts and dry after use.

WARNING: Avoid prolonged immersion in water to avoid rusting the blade. Keep away from high temperatures. Do not put in microwave or oven. Keep out of reach of children because of sharp blades. Use care when operating and washing item to avoid injury.